
“Technology and Curriculum”.

In Section 1 of this course you will cover these topics:
Preparing To Use Technology

Hardware Basics

Software Basics
Topic : Preparing To Use Technology

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Understand History

 Understand Current Status

 Understand Relation to Learning Theory

 Understand The Areas

Definition/Overview:

Instructional Technology: In education, instructional technology is "the theory and practice

of design, development, utilization, management, and evaluation of processes and resources

for learning," according to the Association for Educational Communications and Technology

(AECT) Definitions and Terminology Committee. Instructional technology is often referred

to as a part of educational technology. While instructional technology covers the processes

and systems of learning and instruction, educational technology includes other systems used

in the process of developing human capability.

Key Points:

1. History

The first use of instructional technology cannot be attributed to a specific person or time.

Many histories of instructional technology start in the early 1900s, while others go back to

the 1600s. This depends on the definition of instructional technology. Definitions that focus

on a systems approach tend to reach further back in history, while those definitions focused

on sensory devices are relatively more recent.
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The use of audio and visual instruction was boosted as a military response to the problems of

a labor shortage during WWII in the United States. There was a definitive need to fill the

factories with skilled labor. Instructional technology provided a methodology for training in a

systematic and efficient manner.

With it came the use of highly structured manuals, instructional films, and standardized tests.

Thomas Edison saw the value of instructional technology in films but did not formalize the

science of instruction as the US military did so well.

2. Current Status

Instructional technology is a growing field of study which uses technology as a means to

solve educational challenges, both in the classroom and in distance learning environments.

While instructional technology promises solutions to many educational problems, resistance

from faculty and administrators to the use of technology in the classroom is not unusual. This

reaction can arise from the belief - or fear - that the ultimate aim of instructional technology

is to reduce or even remove the human element of instruction. However, most instructional

technologists would counter that education will always require human intervention from

instructors or facilitators.

Many graduate programs are producing instructional designers, who increasingly are being

employed by industry and universities to create materials for distance education programs.

These professionals often employ e-learning tools, which provide distance learners the

opportunity to interact with instructors and experts in the field, even if they are not located

physically close to each other. More recently a new form of Instructional technology known

as Human Performance Technology has evolved. HPT focuses on performance problems and

deals primarily with corporate entities.

3. Relation to Learning Theory

The purpose of instructional technology, of course, is the promotion of learning. Learning

theory (education) has influenced Instructional design and Instructional designers (the

practitioners of Instructional Technology). Instructional Technologies promote

communication and interactivity. These two come together under the general heading of

Interaction. Mooreargues that there are three types of learner interaction (learner-content,
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learner-instructor, and learner-learner interactions). In the years since Moore's article, several

philosophical views have surfaced that relate Instructional technology to these types of

interaction.

Most traditional researchers (those subscribing to Cognitivism) argue that learner-content

interaction is perhaps the most important endeavor of Instructional technology. Some

researchers (those subscribing to constructivism) argue that Moore's social interactions,

(learner-instructor and learner-learner interactions), are as useful as learner-content

interaction.

4. Areas

Razavi advocates that educational technology covers instructional technology. It includes

instructional technology and the field study in human teaching and learning. So educational

technology is broader than instructional technology. Instructional technology itself is

consisted from two major parts. One is teaching technology and another is learning

technology. In the education industry, the term "instructional technology" is frequently used

interchangeably with "educational technology."Human Performance Technology (HPT) has a

focus on corporate environments. Learning sciences are a growing area of focus dealing

instructional techniques and learning theories.

Topic : Hardware Basics

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Understand Central Processing Unit (CPU)

 Understand Microprocessor

 Understand Computer Software

Definition/Overview:

Computer: A computer is a machine that manipulates data according to a list of instructions.

The first devices that resemble modern computers date to the mid-20th century (19401945),

although the computer concept and various machines similar to computers existed earlier.

Early electronic computers were the size of a large room, consuming as much power as
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several hundred modern personal computers (PC). Modern computers are based on tiny

integrated circuits and are millions to billions of times more capable while occupying a

fraction of the space. Today, simple computers may be made small enough to fit into a

wristwatch and be powered from a watch battery. Personal computers, in various forms, are

icons of the Information Age and are what most people think of as "a computer"; however,

the most common form of computer in use today is the embedded computer. Embedded

computers are small, simple devices that are used to control other devices for example, they

may be found in machines ranging from fighter aircraft to industrial robots, digital cameras,

and children's toys.

The ability to store and execute lists of instructions called programs makes computers

extremely versatile and distinguishes them from calculators. The ChurchTuring thesis is a

mathematical statement of this versatility: any computer with a certain minimum capability

is, in principle, capable of performing the same tasks that any other computer can perform.

Therefore, computers with capability and complexity ranging from that of a personal digital

assistant to a supercomputer are all able to perform the same computational tasks given

enough time and storage capacity.

PC Hardware: A typical personal computer consists of a case or chassis in a tower shape

(desktop).

Key Points:

1. Central Processing Unit (CPU)

A central processing unit (CPU) is an electronic circuit that can execute computer programs.

This broad definition can easily be applied to many early computers that existed long before

the term "CPU" ever came into widespread usage. The term itself and its initialism have been

in use in the computer industry at least since the early 1960s. The form, design and

implementation of CPUs have changed dramatically since the earliest examples, but their

fundamental operation has remained much the same.

Early CPUs were custom-designed as a part of a larger, sometimes one-of-a-kind, computer.

However, this costly method of designing custom CPUs for a particular application has

largely given way to the development of mass-produced processors that are suited for one or
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many purposes. This standardization trend generally began in the era of discrete transistor

mainframes and minicomputers and has rapidly accelerated with the popularization of the

integrated circuit (IC). The IC has allowed increasingly complex CPUs to be designed and

manufactured to tolerances on the order of nanometers. Both the miniaturization and

standardization of CPUs have increased the presence of these digital devices in modern life

far beyond the limited application of dedicated computing machines. Modern

microprocessors appear in everything from automobiles to cell phones to children's toys.

2. Microprocessor

A microprocessor incorporates most or all of the functions of a central processing unit (CPU)

on a single integrated circuit (IC). The first microprocessors emerged in the early 1970s and

were used for electronic calculators, using Binary-coded decimal (BCD) arithmetic on 4-bit

words. Other embedded uses of 4 and 8-bit microprocessors, such as terminals, printers,

various kinds of automation etc, followed rather quickly. Affordable 8-bit microprocessors

with 16-bit addressing also led to the first general purpose microcomputers in the mid-1970s.

Computer processors were for a long period constructed out of small and medium-scale ICs

containing the equivalent of a few to a few hundred transistors. The integration of the whole

CPU onto a single VLSI chip therefore greatly reduced the cost of processing capacity. From

their humble beginnings, continued increases in microprocessor capacity have rendered other

forms of computers almost completely obsolete (see history of computing hardware), with

one or more microprocessor as processing element in everything from the smallest embedded

systems and handheld devices to the largest mainframes and supercomputers.

Since the early 1970s, the increase in capacity of microprocessors has been known to

generally follow Moore's Law, which suggests that the complexity of an integrated circuit,

with respect to minimum component cost, doubles every two years. In the late 1990s, and in

the high performance microprocessor segment, heat generation (TDP), due to switching

losses, static current leakage, and other factors, emerged as a leading developmental

constraint.
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3. Computer Software

Computer software or just software is a general term used to describe a collection of

computer programs, procedures and documentation that perform some tasks on a computer

system.

The term includes:

 Application software such as word processors which perform productive tasks for users.

 Firmware which is software programmed resident to electrically programmable memory

devices on board mainboards or other types of integrated hardware carriers.

 Middleware which controls and co-ordinates distributed systems.

 System software such as operating systems, which interface with hardware to provide the

necessary services for application software.

 Testware which is an umbrella term or container term for all utilities and application software

that serve in combination for testing asoftware package but not necessarily may optionally

contribute to operational purposes. As such, testware is not a standing configuration but

merely a working environment for application software or subsets thereof.

 Software includes websites, programs, video games etc. that are coded by programming

languages like C, C++, etc.

 "Software" is sometimes used in a broader context to mean anything which is not hardware

but which is used with hardware, such as film, tapes and records.

Topic : Software Basics

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Understand Relationship to Computer Hardware

 Understand Types of Software

 Understand System Software

 Understand Programming Software

 Understand Application Software
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Definition/Overview:

Computer Software: Computer software or just software is a general term used to describe a

collection of computer programs, procedures and documentation that perform some tasks on

a computer system.

Key Points:

1. Overview

Computer software are often regarded as anything but hardware, meaning that the "hard" are

the parts that are tangible (able to hold) while the "soft" part is the intangible objects inside

the computer. Software encompasses an extremely wide array of products and technologies

developed using different techniques like programming languages, scripting languages etc.

The types of software include web pages developed by technologies like HTML, PHP, Perl,

JSP, ASP.NET, XML, and desktop applications like Microsoft Word, OpenOffice developed

by technologies like C, C++, Java, C#, etc. Software usually runs on an underlying operating

system (which is a software also) like Microsoft Windows, a Linux distribution (which may

run GNOME or KDE), Sun Solaris etc. Software also includes video games like the Super

Mario Bros., Grand Theft Auto for personal computers or video game consoles.

Also a software usually runs on a software platform which can either be provided by the

operating system or by operating system independent platforms like Java and .NET. Software

written for one platform is usually unable to run on other platforms so that for instance,

Microsoft Windows software will not be able to run on Mac OS because of the differences

relating to the platforms and their own standards. These applications can work using software

porting, interpreters or re-writing the source code for the specific platform.

2. Relationship to Computer Hardware

Computer software is so called to distinguish it from computer hardware, which encompasses

the physical interconnections and devices required to store and execute (or run) the software.

At the lowest level, software consists of a machine language specific to an individual

processor. A machine language consists of groups of binary values signifying processor

instructions which change the state of the computer from its preceding state. Software is an

ordered sequence of instructions for changing the state of the computer hardware in a
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particular sequence. It is usually written in high-level programming languages that are easier

and more efficient for humans to use (closer to natural language) than machine language.

High-level languages are compiled or interpreted into machine language object code.

Software may also be written in an assembly language, essentially, a mnemonic

representation of a machine language using a natural language alphabet. Assembly language

must be assembled into object code via an assembler.The term "software" was first used in

this sense by John W. Tukey in 1958. In computer science and software engineering,

computer software is all computer programs. The theory that is the basis for most modern

software was first proposed by Alan Turing in his 1935 essay Computable numbers with an

application to the Entscheidungsproblem.

3. Types of Software

Practical computer systems divide software systems into three major classes: system

software, programming software and application software, although the distinction is

arbitrary, and often blurred.

4. System Software

System software helps run the computer hardware and computer system. It includes:

 device drivers,

 Diagnostic tools,

 Operating systems,

 Servers,

 Utilities,

 Windowing systems,

The purpose of systems software is to insulate the applications programmer as much as

possible from the details of the particular computer complex being used, especially memory

and other hardware features, and such as accessory devices as communications, printers,

readers, displays, keyboards, etc.
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5. Programming Software

Programming software usually provides tools to assist a programmer in writing computer

programs, and software using different programming languages in a more convenient way.

The tools include:

 Compilers,

 Debuggers,

 Interpreters,

 Linkers,

 Text editors,

An Integrated development environment (IDE) merges those tools into a software bundle,

and a programmer may not need to type multiple commands for compiling, interpreting,

debugging, tracing, etc., because the IDE usually has an advanced graphical user interface, or

GUI.

6. Application Software

Application software allows end users to accomplish one or more specific (non-computer

related) tasks. Typical applications include:

 Industrial automation,

 Business software,

 Computer games,

 Databases,

 Educational software,

 Medical software,

Businesses are probably the biggest users of application software, but almost every field of

human activity now uses some form of application software.

In Section 2 of this course you will cover these topics:
Portfolios

Internet / Web

Word Processing
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Topic : Portfolios

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Understand The Types

 Understand The Usage

Definition/Overview:

Electronic Portfolio: An electronic portfolio, also known as an e-portfolio or digital

portfolio, is a collection of electronic evidence assembled and managed by a user, usually on

the Web (also called Webfolio). Such electronic evidence may include inputted text,

electronic files, images, multimedia, blog entries, and hyperlinks. E-portfolios are both

demonstrations of the user's abilities and platforms for self-expression, and, if they are online,

they can be maintained dynamically over time. Some e-portfolio applications permit varying

degrees of audience access, so the same portfolio might be used for multiple purposes.

An e-portfolio can be seen as a type of learning record that provides actual evidence of

achievement. Learning records are closely related to the Learning Plan, an emerging tool that

is being used to manage learning by individuals, teams, communities of interest, and

organizations. To the extent that a Personal Learning Environment captures and displays a

learning record, it also might be understood to be an electronic portfolio.

Students have been taught to create digital identities using presentation software or tools to

create web pages. Such technologies, however, are not easily utilized by children or elderly

people who lack web authoring skills or a hosted site. More recently the use of virtual

learning environments (VLEs) in schools and universities has led to an increased activity in

the creation of e-portfolios for a variety of reasons. Most of these e-portfolios, however, are

retained within the VLE and are not easily accessed outside the VLE. This results in

problems of exporting data and related interoperability issues. An alternative approach is to

use a system externally hosted to any institution. This permits transition through the various

stages of education and employments and even into retirement.
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E-portfolios, like traditional portfolios, can facilitate students' reflection on their own

learning, leading to more awareness of learning strategies and needs. Results of a

comparative research between paper based portfolios and electronic portfolios in the same

setting, suggest use of an electronic portfolio leads to better learning outcomes.

Key Points:

1. Types

There are three main types of e-portfolios, although they may be referred to using different

terms: developmental (e.g., working), reflective (e.g., learning), and representational (e.g.,

showcase). A developmental e-portfolio is a record of things that the owner has done over a

period of time, and may be directly tied to learner outcomes or rubrics. A reflective e-

portfolio includes personal reflection on the content and what it means for the owner's

development. A representational e-portfolio shows the owner's achievements in relation to

particular work or developmental goals and is, therefore, selective. When it is used for job

application it is sometimes called Career portfolio.

The three main types may be mixed to achieve different learning, personal, or work-related

outcomes with the e-portfolio owner usually being the person who determines access levels.

2. Usage

Today, electronic portfolios are gaining popularity in:

 Schools (see also Technology Integration)

 Higher education

 Continuing professional development

 Job applications/professional advertisements

 Therapy groups

 Assessment

 Accreditation

Some E-portfolios can be used for presentations, a number of different assignments and most

popularly, class studies. Others may be used within an education setting for assessment and

accreditation, such as an institutional electronic portfolio.
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An Institutional e-Portfolio is a multimedia Web site designed to help document and organize

a college or university's story, goals, and standards. It can foster a depth and breadth of

connections among other institutions as well as within the institution itself, its programs, and

its constituents and can provide an efficient means to reinforce shared visions and

commitments to its mission.

Topic : Internet / Web

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Understand Terminology

 Understand How it Works

Definition/Overview:

Internet: The Internet is a global system of interconnected computer networks that

interchange data by packet switching using the standardized Internet Protocol Suite (TCP/IP).

It is a "network of networks" that consists of millions of private and public, academic,

business, and government networks of local to global scope that are linked by copper wires,

fiber-optic cables, wireless connections, and other technologies.

The Internet carries various information resources and services, such as electronic mail,

online chat, file transfer and file sharing, online gaming, and the inter-linked hypertext

documents and other resources of the World Wide Web (WWW).

Web: The World Wide Web (commonly abbreviated as "the Web") is a system of interlinked

hypertext documents accessed via the Internet. With a Web browser, one can view Web

pages that may contain text, images, videos, and other multimedia and navigate between them

using hyperlinks. Using concepts from earlier hypertext systems, the World Wide Web was

begun in 1992 by MIT professor Tim Berners-Lee and Robert Cailliau, a Belgian computer

scientist, both working at the European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN) in

Geneva, Switzerland. In 1990, they proposed building a "web of nodes" storing "hypertext

pages" viewed by "browsers" on a network, and released that web in 1992. Connected by the

existing Internet, other websites were created, around the world, adding international
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standards for domain names & the HTML language. Since then, Berners-Lee has played an

active role in guiding the development of Web standards (such as the markup languages in

which Web pages are composed), and in recent years has advocated his vision of a Semantic

Web. Cailliau went on early retirement in January 2005 and left CERN in January 2007.

The World Wide Web enabled the spread of information over the Internet through an easy-to-

use and flexible format. It thus played an important role in popularising use of the Internet, to

the extent that the World Wide Web has become a synonym for Internet, with the two being

conflated in popular use.

Key Points:

1. Terminology

The terms Internet and World Wide Web are often used in every-day speech without much

distinction. However, the Internet and the World Wide Web are not one and the same. The

Internet is a global data communications system. It is a hardware and software infrastructure

that provides connectivity between computers. In contrast, the Web is one of the services

communicated via the Internet. It is a collection of interconnected documents and other

resources, linked by hyperlinks and URLs.

The term internet is written both with capital and without capital, and is used both with and

without article. This can be explained from the various ways in which the term has come to

be used over time.

The term originated as a determiner, shorthand for internetworking, and is mostly used in this

way in RFCs, the documentation for the evolving Internet Protocol (IP) standards for

internetworking between ARPANET and other computer networks in the 1970s. As the

impetus behind IP grew, it became more common to regard the results of internetworking as

entities of their own, and internet became a noun, used both in a generic sense (any collection

of computer networks connected through internetworking) and in a specific sense (the

collection of computer networks that internetworked with ARPANET, and later NSFNET,

using the IP standards, and that grew into the connectivity service we know today).

In its generic sense, internet is a common noun, a synonym for internetwork; therefore, it has

a plural form (first appearing in RFC 870 and RFC 872), and is not to be capitalized.
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In its specific sense, it is a proper noun, and therefore, with article, without a plural form, and

with capitalization.

A sentence that uses both meanings:

"The Internet is an internet based on the Internet Protocol suite."

The proper noun can again be used as a determiner, which will then carry a capital (e.g.

"Internet mail").

The Internet Society, the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF), the Internet Corporation

for Assigned Names and Numbers (ICANN), the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C), and

several other Internet-related organizations use this convention in their publications,

including the RFCs.

As Internet connectivity grew more popular, it became known as a service, similar to TV,

radio, and telephone, and the word came to be used in this way (e.g. "I have Internet at home"

and "I saw it on (the) Internet"). For this type of use, English spelling and grammar do not

prescribe whether the article or capitalization are to be used, which explains the inconsistency

that exists in practice.

Many newspapers, newswires, periodicals, and technical journals capitalize the term

(Internet). Examples include The Dhaka Daily Star, The New York Times, the Associated

Press, Time, The Times of India, Hindustan Times, and Communications of the ACM.

Other publications do not capitalize the term, including The Economist, the Canadian

Broadcasting Corporation, the Financial Times, The Guardian, The Times, The Sydney

Morning Herald, and Wired News; this appears to be more popular outside North America.

2. How it Works

Viewing a Web page on the World Wide Web normally begins either by typing the URL of

the page into a Web browser, or by following a hyperlink to that page or resource. The Web

browser then initiates a series of communication messages, behind the scenes, in order to

fetch and display it.
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First, the server-name portion of the URL is resolved into an IP address using the global,

distributed Internet database known as the domain name system, or DNS. This IP address is

necessary to contact and send data packets to the Web server.

The browser then requests the resource by sending an HTTP request to the Web server at that

particular address. In the case of a typical Web page, the HTML text of the page is requested

first and parsed immediately by the Web browser, which will then make additional requests

for images and any other files that form a part of the page. Statistics measuring a website's

popularity are usually based on the number of 'page views' or associated server 'hits', or file

requests, which take place.

Having received the required files from the Web server, the browser then renders the page

onto the screen as specified by its HTML, CSS, and other Web languages. Any images and

other resources are incorporated to produce the on-screen Web page that the user sees.

Most Web pages will themselves contain hyperlinks to other related pages and perhaps to

downloads, source documents, definitions and other Web resources. Such a collection of

useful, related resources, interconnected via hypertext links, is what was dubbed a "web" of

information. Making it available on the Internet created what Tim Berners-Lee first called the

WorldWideWeb (a term written in CamelCase, subsequently discarded) in November 1990.

Berners-Lee has said that the most important feature of the World Wide Web is "Error 404",

which tells the user that a file does not exist. Without this feature, he said, the web would

have ground to a halt long ago.

Berners-Lee has also expressed regret over the format of the URL. Currently it is divided into

two parts - the route to the server which is divided by dots, and the file path separated by

slashes. The server route starts with the least significant element and ends with the most

significant, then the file path reverse this, moving from high to low. Berners-Lee would have

liked to see this rationalized. So an address which is currently (e.g.)

"http://www.examplesite.co.uk/document/pictures/illustration.jpg" would become

http:/uk/co/examplesite/documents/pictures/illustration.jpg. In this format the server no

longer has any special place in the address, which is simply one coherent hierarchical path.
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Topic : Word Processing

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Understand Word Processors

 Understand Characteristics

 Understand Document Statistics

 Understand Typical Usage

Definition/Overview:

Word Processing: Word processing is the creation of documents using a word processor. It

can also refer to advanced shorthand techniques, sometimes used in specialized contexts with

a specially modified typewriter.

Key Points:

1. Word Processors

A word processor (more formally known as document preparation system) is a computer

application used for the production (including composition, editing, formatting, and possibly

printing) of any sort of printable material.

Word processor may also refer to an obsolete type of stand-alone office machine, popular in

the 1970s and 80s, combining the keyboard text-entry and printing functions of an electric

typewriter with a dedicated computer for the editing of text. Although features and design

varied between manufacturers and models, with new features added as technology advanced,

word processors for several years usually featured a monochrome display and the ability to

save documents on memory cards or diskettes. Later models introduced innovations such as

spell-checking programs, increased formatting options, and dot-matrix printing. As the more

versatile combination of a personal computer and separate printer became commonplace, the

word processor disappeared.
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Word processors are descended from early text formatting tools (sometimes called text

justification tools, from their only real capability). Word processing was one of the earliest

applications for the personal computer in office productivity.

Although early word processors used tag-based markup for document formatting, most

modern word processors take advantage of a graphical user interface. Most are powerful

systems consisting of one or more programs that can produce any arbitrary combination of

images, graphics and text, the latter handled with type-setting capability.

Microsoft Word is the most widely used computer word processing system; Microsoft

estimates over five hundred million people use the Office suite, which includes Word. There

are also many other commercial word processing applications, such as WordPerfect, which

dominated the market from the mid-1980s to early-1990s, particularly for machines running

Microsoft's MS-DOS operating system. Open-source applications such as Abiword, KWord,

LyX and OpenOffice.org Writer are rapidly gaining in popularity. Online word processors

such as Google Docs are a relatively new category.

2. Characteristics

Word processing typically refers to text manipulation functions such as automatic generation

of:

 batch mailings using a form letter template and an address database (also called mail

merging);

 indices of keywords and their page numbers;

 tables of contents with section titles and their page numbers;

 tables of figures with caption titles and their page numbers;

 cross-referencing with section or page numbers;

 footnote numbering;

 new versions of a document using variables (e.g. model numbers, product names, etc.)

Other word processing functions include "spell checking" (actually checks against wordlists),

"grammar checking" (checks for what seem to be simple grammar errors), and a "thesaurus"

function (finds words with similar or opposite meanings). In most languages grammar is very

complex, so grammar checkers tend to be unreliable and also require a large amount of RAM.
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Other common features include collaborative editing, comments and annotations, support for

images and diagrams and internal cross-referencing.

Word processors can be distinguished from several other, related forms of software:

Text editors (modern examples of which include Notepad, BBEdit, Kate, Gedit), were the

precursors of word processors. While offering facilities for composing and editing text, they

do not format documents. This can be done by batch document processing systems, starting

with TJ-2 and RUNOFF and still available in such systems as LaTeX (as well as programs

that implement the paged-media extensions to HTML and CSS). Text editors are now used

mainly by programmers, website designers, and computer system administrators. They are

also useful when fast startup times, small file sizes, editing speed and simplicity of operation

are preferred over formatting.

Later desktop publishing programs were specifically designed to allow elaborate layout for

publication, but often offered only limited support for editing. Typically, desktop publishing

programs allowed users to import text that was written using a text editor or word processor.

Almost all word processors enable users to employ styles, which are used to automate

consistent formatting of text body, titles, subtitles, highlighted text, and so on.

Styles greatly simplify managing the formatting of large documents, since changing a style

automatically changes all text that the style has been applied to. Even in shorter documents

styles can save a lot of time while formatting. However, most help files refer to styles as an

'advanced feature' of the word processor, which often discourages users from using styles

regularly.

3. Document Statistics

Most current word processors can calculate various statistics pertaining to a document. These

usually include:

 Character count, word count, sentence count, line count, paragraph count, page count.

 Word, sentence and paragraph length.

 Editing time
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Errors are common; for instance, a dash surrounded by spaces like either of these may be

counted as a word.

4. Typical Usage

Word processors have a variety of uses and applications within the business world, home, and

education.

4.1 Business

Within the business world, word processors are extremely useful tools. Typical uses

include:

o memos

o letters and letterhead

o legal copies

o reference documents

Businesses tend to have their own format and style for any of these. Thus, versatile

word processors with layout editing and similar capabilities find widespread use in

most businesses.

4.2 Education

Many schools have begun to teach typing and word processing to their students,

starting as early as elementary school. Typically these skills are developed throughout

secondary school in preparation for the business world. Undergraduate students

typically spend many hours writing essays. Graduate and doctoral students continue

this trend, as well as creating works for research and publication.

4.3 Home

While many homes have word processors on their computers, word processing in the

home tends to be educational, planning or business related, dealing with assignments

or work being completed at home, or occasionally recreational, e.g. writing short

stories. Some use word processors for letter writing, rsum creation, and card creation.

However, many of these home publishing processes have been taken over by desktop
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publishing programs specifically oriented toward home use such as The Print Shop,

which is better suited for these types of documents.

In Section 3 of this course you will cover these topics:
Digital Images

Digital Diagrams, Maps, And Webs

Topic : Digital Images

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Understand Raster

 Understand Raster Image Types

 Understand Raster File Formats

 Understand Vector

 Understand the concepts of digital image

Definition/Overview:

Digital Image: A digital image is a representation of a two-dimensional image using ones

and zeros (binary). Depending on whether or not the image resolution is fixed, it may be of

vector or raster type. Without qualifications, the term "digital image" usually refers to raster

images.

Key Points:

1. Raster

Raster images have a finite set of digital values, called picture elements or pixels. The digital

image contains a fixed number of rows and columns of pixels. Pixels are the smallest

individual element in an image, holding quantized values that represent the brightness of a

given color at any specific point. Typically, the pixels are stored in computer memory as a

raster image or raster map, a two-dimensional array of small integers. These values are often

transmitted or stored in a compressed form. Raster images can be created by a variety of

input devices and techniques, such as digital cameras, scanners, coordinate-measuring
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machines, seismographic profiling, airborne radar, and more. They can also be synthesized

from arbitrary non-image data, such as mathematical functions or three-dimensional

geometric models; the latter being a major sub-area of computer graphics. The field of digital

image processing is the study of algorithms for their transformation.

2. Raster Image Types

Each pixel of a raster image is typically associated to a specific 'position' in some 2D region,

and has a value consisting of one or more quantities (samples) related to that position. Digital

images can be classified according to the number and nature of those samples:

 binary

 grayscale

 color

 false-color

 multi-spectral

 thematic

 picture function

The term digital image is also applied to data associated to points scattered over a three-

dimensional region, such as produced by tomographic equipment. In that case, each datum is

called a voxel.

3. Raster File Formats

Most users come into contact with raster images through digital cameras. Some digital

cameras give access to almost all the data captured by the camera, using the RAW file

format. The Universal Photographic Imaging Guidelines (UPDIG) suggests this format be

used when possible since RAW files produce the best quality images. This file format allows

the photographer and the processing agent the greatest level of control and accuracy for

output. Unfortunately, there is an issue of proprietary information [trade secrets] for some

camera makers, but organizations are attempting to influence the manufacturers of them to

avail these records publicly. An alternative may be a Digital Negative (DNG) an Adobe

product described as the public, archival format for digital camera raw data. Although this
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format is not yet universally accepted, support for the product is growing and archival

confidence is building.

4. Vector

Vector images may be created from scratch with illustration software, or by converting a

raster image to vector form. Often, both raster and vector elements will be combined in one

image, for example, in the case of a billboard with text (vector) and photographs (raster).

5. Image viewing

The user can utilize different program to see the image. The GIF, JPEG and PNG images can

be seen simply using a web browser because they are the standard internet image formats.

The SVG format is more and more used in the web and is a standard W3C format. Some

viewers offer a slideshow utility, to see the images in a certain folder one after the other

automatically.

Topic : Digital Diagrams, Maps, And Webs

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Understand Raster

 Understand Raster Image Types

 Understand Raster File Formats

 Understand Vector

 Understand Image viewing

Definition/Overview:

Digital Image: A digital image is a representation of a two-dimensional image using ones

and zeros (binary). Depending on whether or not the image resolution is fixed, it may be of

vector or raster type. Without qualifications, the term "digital image" usually refers to raster

images.
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Key Points:

1. Raster

Raster images have a finite set of digital values, called picture elements or pixels. The digital

image contains a fixed number of rows and columns of pixels. Pixels are the smallest

individual element in an image, holding quantized values that represent the brightness of a

given color at any specific point. Typically, the pixels are stored in computer memory as a

raster image or raster map, a two-dimensional array of small integers. These values are often

transmitted or stored in a compressed form.

Raster images can be created by a variety of input devices and techniques, such as digital

cameras, scanners, coordinate-measuring machines, seismographic profiling, airborne radar,

and more. They can also be synthesized from arbitrary non-image data, such as mathematical

functions or three-dimensional geometric models; the latter being a major sub-area of

computer graphics. The field of digital image processing is the study of algorithms for their

transformation.

2. Raster Image Types

Each pixel of a raster image is typically associated to a specific 'position' in some 2D region,

and has a value consisting of one or more quantities (samples) related to that position. Digital

images can be classified according to the number and nature of those samples:

 binary

 grayscale

 color

 false-color

 multi-spectral

 thematic

 picture function

The term digital image is also applied to data associated to points scattered over a three-

dimensional region, such as produced by tomographic equipment. In that case, each datum is

called a voxel.
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3. Raster File Formats

Most users come into contact with raster images through digital cameras. Some digital

cameras give access to almost all the data captured by the camera, using the RAW file

format. The Universal Photographic Imaging Guidelines (UPDIG) suggests this format be

used when possible since RAW files produce the best quality images. This file format allows

the photographer and the processing agent the greatest level of control and accuracy for

output. Unfortunately, there is an issue of proprietary information [trade secrets] for some

camera makers, but organizations are attempting to influence the manufacturers of them to

avail these records publicly. An alternative may be a Digital Negative (DNG) an Adobe

product described as the public, archival format for digital camera raw data. Although this

format is not yet universally accepted, support for the product is growing and archival

confidence is building.

4. Vector

Vector images may be created from scratch with illustration software, or by converting a

raster image to vector form. Often, both raster and vector elements will be combined in one

image, for example, in the case of a billboard with text (vector) and photographs (raster).

5. Image viewing

The user can utilize different program to see the image. The GIF, JPEG and PNG images can

be seen simply using a web browser because they are the standard internet image formats.

The SVG format is more and more used in the web and is a standard W3C format. Some

viewers offer a slideshow utility, to see the images in a certain folder one after the other

automatically.

In Section 4 of this course you will cover these topics:
Databases

Spreadsheets

Topic : Databases

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:
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 Understand Architecture

 Understand Database Management Systems

 Understand Database Models

Definition/Overview:

Database: A database is a structured collection of records or data that is stored in a computer

system. The structure is achieved by organizing the data according to a database model. The

model in most common use today is the relational model. Other models such as the

hierarchical model and the network model use a more explicit representation of relationships.

Key Points:

1. Architecture

Depending on the intended use, there are a number of database architectures in use. Many

databases use a combination of strategies. On-line Transaction Processing systems (OLTP)

often use a row-oriented datastore architecture, while data-warehouse and other retrieval-

focused applications like Google's BigTable, or bibliographic database (library catalogue)

systems may use a Column-oriented DBMS architecture. Document-Oriented, XML,

knowledgebases, as well as frame databases and RDF-stores (aka triple-stores), may also use

a combination of these architectures in their implementation.

Finally, it should be noted that not all databases have or need a database 'schema' (so called

schema-less databases). Over many years the database industry has been dominated by

General Purpose database systems, which offer a wide range of functions that are applicable

to many, if not most circumstances in modern data processing. These have been enhanced

with extensible datatypes, pioneered in the PostgreSQL project, to allow a very wide range of

applications to be developed. There are also other types of database which cannot be

classified as relational databases.

2. Database Management Systems

A computer database relies upon software to organize the storage of data. This software is

known as a database management system (DBMS). Database management systems are

categorized according to the database model that they support. The model tends to determine
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the query languages that are available to access the database. A great deal of the internal

engineering of a DBMS, however, is independent of the data model, and is concerned with

managing factors such as performance, concurrency, integrity, and recovery from hardware

failures. In these areas there are large differences between products. A Relational Database

Management System (RDBMS) implements the features of the relational model outlined

above. In this context, Date's "Information Principle" states: "the entire information content

of the database is represented in one and only one way. Namely as explicit values in column

positions (attributes) and rows in relations (tuples). Therefore, there are no explicit pointers

between related tables."

3. Database Models

3.1 Post-Relational Database Models

Products offering a more general data model than the relational model are sometimes

classified as post-relational. The data model in such products incorporates relations

but is not constrained by the Information Principle, which requires that all information

is represented by data values in relations.

Some of these extensions to the relational model actually integrate concepts from

technologies that pre-date the relational model. For example, they allow

representation of a directed graph with trees on the nodes. Some products

implementing such models have been built by extending relational database systems

with non-relational features. Others, however, have arrived in much the same place by

adding relational features to pre-relational systems. Paradoxically, this allows

products that are historically pre-relational, such as PICK and MUMPS, to make a

plausible claim to be post-relational in their current architecture.

3.2 Object Database Models

In recent years, the object-oriented paradigm has been applied to database technology,

creating a new programming model known as object databases. These databases

attempt to bring the database world and the application programming world closer

together, in particular by ensuring that the database uses the same type system as the

application program. This aims to avoid the overhead (sometimes referred to as the
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impedance mismatch) of converting information between its representation in the

database (for example as rows in tables) and its representation in the application

program (typically as objects). At the same time, object databases attempt to introduce

the key ideas of object programming, such as encapsulation and polymorphism, into

the world of databases.

A variety of these ways have been tried for storing objects in a database. Some

products have approached the problem from the application programming end, by

making the objects manipulated by the program persistent. This also typically requires

the addition of some kind of query language, since conventional programming

languages do not have the ability to find objects based on their information content.

Others have attacked the problem from the database end, by defining an object-

oriented data model for the database, and defining a database programming language

that allows full programming capabilities as well as traditional query facilities.

Topic : Spreadsheets

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Understand Paper Spreadsheets

 Understand Microsoft Excel

 Understand Apple Numbers

 Understand OpenOffice.org

 Understand Gnumeric

 Understand Web based spreadsheets

Definition/Overview:

Spreadsheet: A spreadsheet is a computer application that simulates a paper worksheet. It

displays multiple cells that together make up a grid consisting of rows and columns, each cell

containing either alphanumeric text or numeric values. A spreadsheet cell may alternatively

contain a formula that defines how the contents of that cell is to be calculated from the

contents of any other cell (or combination of cells) each time any cell is updated.
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Spreadsheets are frequently used for financial information because of their ability to re-

calculate the entire sheet automatically after a change to a single cell is made.

Visicalc is usually considered the first electronic spreadsheet (although this has been

challenged), and it helped turn the Apple II computer into a success and greatly assisted in

their widespread application. Lotus 1-2-3 was the leading spreadsheet when DOS was the

dominant operating system. Excel is now considered to have the largest market share on the

Windows and Macintosh platforms.

Key Points:

1. Paper Spreadsheets

The word "spreadsheet" came from "spread" in its sense of a newspaper or magazine item

(text and/or graphics) that covers two facing pages, extending across the center fold and

treating the two pages as one large one. The compound word "spread-sheet" came to mean

the format used to present book-keeping ledgerswith columns for categories of expenditures

across the top, invoices listed down the left margin, and the amount of each payment in the

cell where its row and column intersectwhich were, traditionally, a "spread" across facing

pages of a bound ledger (book for keeping accounting records) or on oversized sheets of

paper ruled into rows and columns in that format and approximately twice as wide as

ordinary paper.

2. Microsoft Excel

Microsoft had been developing Excel on the Macintosh platform for several years at this

point, where it had developed into a fairly powerful system. A port of Excelto Windows 2.0

resulted in a fully functional Windows spreadsheet. The more robust Windows 3.x platforms

of the early 1990s made it possible for Excel to take market share from Lotus. By the time

Lotus responded with usable Windows products, Microsoft had started compiling their Office

suite. Starting in the mid 1990s continuing through the present, Microsoft Excel has

dominated the commercial electronic spreadsheet market.
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3. Apple Numbers

Numbers is Apple Inc.'s spreadsheet software, part of iWork. It focuses on usability and the

elegance of chart presentation. Numbers completed Apple's productivity suite, making it a

viable competitor to Microsoft Office. It lacks features such as pivot tables.

4. OpenOffice.org

OpenOffice.org Calc is a freely available, open-source program modeled after Microsoft

Excel. Calc can both open and save in the Excel (XLS) file format. Calc can be acquired as

both an installation file and a portable program, capable of being run from a device such as a

USB memory drive. It can be downloaded from the OpenOffice.org website.

5. Gnumeric

Gnumeric is a free spreadsheet program that is part of the GNOME desktop and has

Windows installers available. It is intended to be a free replacement for proprietary

spreadsheet programs such as Microsoft Excel, which it broadly and openly emulates.

Gnumeric was created and developed by Miguel de Icaza, and the current maintainer is Jody

Goldberg. Gnumeric has the ability to import and export data in several file formats,

including CSV, Microsoft Excel, HTML, LaTeX, Lotus 1-2-3, OpenDocument and Quattro

Pro; its native format is the Gnumeric file format (.gnm or .gnumeric), an XML file

compressed with gzip. It includes all of the spreadsheet functions of the North American

edition of Microsoft Excel and many functions unique to Gnumeric. Pivot tables and

conditional formatting are not yet supported but are planned for future versions. Gnumeric's

accuracy has helped it to establish a niche among people using it for statistical analysis and

other scientific tasks. For improving the accuracy of Gnumeric, the developers are

cooperating with the R Project.

6. Web based spreadsheets

With the advent of advanced web technologies such as Ajaxcirca 2005, a new generation of

online spreadsheets has emerged. Equipped with a rich Internet application user experience,

the best web based online spreadsheets have many of the features seen in desktop spreadsheet

applications. Some of them have strong multi-user collaboration features. Some of them offer

real time updates from remote sources such as stock prices and currency exchange rates.
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In Section 5 of this course you will cover these topics:
Multimedia/ Presentation Tools

Web Authoring

Topic : Multimedia/ Presentation Tools

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Understand Categorization of multimedia

 Understand Major Characteristics of Multimedia

 Understand Presentation

 Understand Structuring Information in a Multimedia Form

Definition/Overview:

Multimedia: Multimedia is media and content that utilizes a combination of different content

forms. The term can be used as a noun (a medium with multiple content forms) or as an

adjective describing a medium as having multiple content forms. The term is used in contrast

to media which only utilize traditional forms of printed or hand-produced material.

Multimedia includes a combination of text, audio, still images, animation, video, and

interactivity content forms. Multimedia is usually recorded and played, displayed or accessed

by information content processing devices, such as computerized and electronic devices, but

can also be part of a live performance. Multimedia (as an adjective) also describes electronic

media devices used to store and experience multimedia content. Multimedia is similar to

traditional mixed media in fine art, but with a broader scope. The term "rich media" is

synonymous for interactive multimedia. Hypermedia can be considered one particular

multimedia application.

Key Points:

1. Categorization of multimedia

Multimedia may be broadly divided into linear and non-linear categories. Linear active

content progresses without any navigation control for the viewer such as a cinema

presentation. Non-linear content offers user interactivity to control progress as used with a
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computer game or used in self-paced computer based training. Hypermedia is an example of

non-linear content. Multimedia presentations can be live or recorded. A recorded presentation

may allow interactivity via a navigation system. A live multimedia presentation may allow

interactivity via an interaction with the presenter or performer.

2. Major Characteristics of Multimedia

Multimedia presentations may be viewed in person on stage, projected, transmitted, or played

locally with a media player. A broadcast may be a live or recorded multimedia presentation.

Broadcasts and recordings can be either analog or digital electronic media technology. Digital

online multimedia may be downloaded or streamed. Streaming multimedia may be live or on-

demand. Multimedia games and simulations may be used in a physical environment with

special effects, with multiple users in an online network, or locally with an offline computer,

game system, or simulator.

The various formats of technological or digital multimedia may be intended to enhance the

users' experience, for example to make it easier and faster to convey information. Or in

entertainment or art, to transcend everyday experience. Enhanced levels of interactivity are

made possible by combining multiple forms of media content. Online multimedia is

increasingly becoming object-oriented and data-driven, enabling applications with

collaborative end-user innovation and personalization on multiple forms of content over time.

Examples of these range from multiple forms of content on Web sites like photo galleries

with both images (pictures) and title (text) user-updated, to simulations whose co-efficients,

events, illustrations, animations or videos are modifiable, allowing the multimedia

"experience" to be altered without reprogramming. In addition to seeing and hearing, Haptic

technology enables virtual objects to be felt. Emerging technology involving illusions of taste

and smell may also enhance the multimedia experience.

3. Presentation

Presentation is the process of showing and explaining the content of a topic to an audience. A

presentation program, such as OpenOffice.org Impress, Apple Keynote or Microsoft

PowerPoint, is often used to generate the presentation content.
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4. Structuring Information in a Multimedia Form

Multimedia represents the convergence of text, pictures, video and sound into a single form.

The power of multimedia and the Internet lies in the way in which information is linked.

Multimedia and the Internet require a completely new approach to writing. The style of

writing that is appropriate for the 'on-line world' is highly optimized and designed to be able

to be quickly scanned by readers.A good site must be made with a specific purpose in mind

and a site with good interactivity and new technology can also be useful for attracting

visitors. The site must be attractive and innovative in its design, function in terms of its

purpose, easy to navigate, frequently updated and fast to download.

When users view a page, they can only view one page at a time. As a result, multimedia users

must create a mental model of information structure. Patrick Lynch, author of the Yale

University Web Style Manual, states that users need predictability and structure, with clear

functional and graphical continuity between the various components and subsections of the

multimedia production. In this way, the home page of any multimedia production should

always be a landmark, able to be accessed from anywhere within a multimedia piece.

Topic : Web Authoring

Topic Objective:

At the end of this topic student would be able to:

 Understand Types

Definition/Overview:

HTML Editor: An HTML editor is a software application for creating web pages. Although

the HTML markup of a web page can be written with any text editor, specialized HTML

editors can offer convenience and added functionality. For example, many HTML editors

work not only with HTML, but also with related technologies such as CSS, XML and

JavaScript or ECMAScript. In some cases they also manage communication with remote web

servers via FTP and WebDAV, and version management systems such as CVS or

Subversion.
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Key Points:

1. Types

There are various forms of HTML editors: text, object and WYSIWYG (What You See Is

What You Get) editors.

1.1 Text Editors

Text (source) editors intended for use with HTML usually provide syntax

highlighting. Templates, toolbars and keyboard shortcuts may quickly insert common

HTML elements and structures. Wizards, tooltip prompts and auto-completion may

help with common tasks. Text HTML editors commonly include either built-in

functions or integration with external tools for such tasks as source and version

control, link-checking, code checking and validation, code cleanup and formatting,

spell-checking, uploading by FTP or WebDAV, and structuring as a project. Text

editors require user understanding of HTML and any other web technologies the

designer wishes to use like CSS, JavaScript and server-side scripting languages.

1.2 Object Editors

Some editors allow alternate editing of the source text of objects in more visually

organized modes than simple color highlighting, but in modes not considered

WYSIWYG. Some WYSIWYG editors include the option of using palette windows

that enable editing the text-based parameters of selected objects. These palettes allow

either editing parameters in fields for each individual parameter, or text windows to

edit the full group of source text for the selected object. They may include widgets to

present and select options when editing parameters. Adobe GoLive provides an

outline editor to expand and collapse HTML objects and properties, edit parameters,

and view graphics attached to the expanded objects.
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1.3 WYSIWYG HTML editors

WYSIWYG HTML editors provide an editing interface which resembles how the page will

be displayed in a web browser. Some editors, such as ones in the form of browser extensions

allow editing within a web browser. Because using a WYSIWYG editor does not require any

HTML knowledge, they are easier for an average computer user to get started with. The

WYSIWYG view is achieved by embedding a layout engine based upon that used in a web

browser. The layout engine will have been considerably enhanced by the editor's developers

to allow for typing, pasting, deleting and moving the content. The goal is that, at all times

during editing, the rendered result should represent what will be seen later in a typical web

browser.

While WYSIWYG editors make web design faster and easier; many professionals still

use text editors, despite the fact that most WYSIWYG editors have a mode to edit

HTML code by hand. The web was not originally designed to be a visual medium,

and attempts to give authors more layout control, such as CSS, have been poorly

supported by major web browsers. Because of this, code automatically generated by

WYSIWYG editors frequently sacrifice file size and compatibility with fringe

browsers, to create a design that looks the same for widely used desktop web

browsers. This automatically generated code may be edited and corrected by hand.

For more on subject, see Difficulties in achieving WYSIWYG below.

1.4 WYSIWYM editors

What You See Is What You Mean (WYSIWYM) is an alternative paradigm to the

WYSIWYG editors above. Instead of focusing on the format or presentation of the

document, it preserves the intended meaning of each element. For example, page

headers, sections, paragraphs, etc. are labeled as such in the editing program, and

displayed appropriately in the browser. WYMeditor is an example of a WYSIWYM

XHTML editor.
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